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March 25, 2022 

GENERAL LETTER NO. 7-F-99 

ISSUED BY: Bureau of Financial, Food, and Work Supports 

Division of Adult, Children, and Family Services 

SUBJECT: Employees’ Manual, Title 7, Chapter F, Budgeting, page 4 revised. 

Summary 

Chapter 7-F is revised to remove confusing language for acting on changes anticipated 
at application. 

Effective Date 

Upon receipt. 

Material Superseded 

This material replaces the following pages from Employees’ Manual, Title 7, Chapter F: 

Page Date 

4 October 8, 2021 

Additional Information 

Refer questions about this general letter to your area income maintenance administrator. 



Title 7: SNAP Page 4 

Iowa Department of Human Services Employees’ Manual 

Chapter F: Budgeting Anticipating Income 

Revised March 25, 2022 Income in the Month Received 

Anticipated Changes at Application 

Legal reference: 7 CFR 273.10(a)(3), 273.10(c) 

Policy: Because of anticipated changes, a household may be eligible for the 

month of application, but ineligible in the subsequent month. The household 

is entitled to benefits for the month of application even if the benefits are 

issued in the subsequent month. 

Due to anticipated changes in circumstances, a household may be ineligible 

for the month of application but eligible in the subsequent month. The same 

application must be used for the denial for the month of application and the 

determination of eligibility for subsequent months. 

 

A household applies in October. The household has received October 

benefits in another state so is ineligible in Iowa for the month of application. 

The household meets all eligibility requirements and is eligible in Iowa for 

November benefits. 

The worker denies October benefits for already having received benefits for 

the month of application and determines the household’s eligibility for 

November and subsequent months of the household’s certification period. 

Past 30 Days’ Income 

Legal reference: 441 IAC 65.23(2), 7 CFR 273.10(c)(1)(ii) and 273.10(c)(3)(i) 

Policy: Use income the household received in the past 30 days to project income 

for future months unless changes have occurred or are anticipated. If the 

household provides verification that covers more than the 30-day period, it may 

be used as long as it is indicative. 

If the past 30 days of income is not indicative or there is no history because it is 

new, follow policies for Averaging Fluctuating Income or New Income Source or 

Change in Hours or Rate of Pay. Be sure to document what income is used and 

why. 


